
Upper Mesh Grille (includes):
12 Gage Polished S.S. Surround
Chrome Plated Fine Mesh Section
Upper Mesh Retainer w/Mounting Pins
(5) #8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
Small “E&G Classics” Emblem
Lower Mesh Grille Surround
Chrome Plated Fine Lower Mesh Section
Hardware Kit (components listed below):
(10)1.006” x .189” x .064” Black Washers
(11) 8-32 ESNA Half Nuts
(9) .156” x 1” Black Cap Plugs
(1) Upper Hole Location Template
(1) Small Black Plastic Washer
(3’) .250” x .045” Double Faced Tape
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*************
1388-0034-08
1388-0020-08
1388-0049-08
1999-0065-00
1999-0268-00
1388-0022-08
1388-0021-08
1388-1902-08
1999-0264-00
1999-0065-00
1999-0241-00
1388-0039-08
1999-0256-00
3004-9250-92

Description Part No.Quantity

Part # 1388-0102-08

1. Open the hood and remove the plastic radiator sup-
port panel cover by lifting straight up to unclip.

2. Apply masking tape to the painted (or chromed) open-
ings of the factory grilles (as shown).
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4. Using and angle drill, drill through the marks made in
the previous step. Use the drill bit to connect the holes,
making mounting slots for slight left to right adjust-
ments.
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3. Measure and mark the top center of the factory grille
opening (not shown). Cut and align the upper hole
location template (as shown) and tape it into place. Use
an awl or similar pointed tool to mark the hole loca-
tions, then flip the  template over and mark the oppo-
site side.
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IMPORTANT: PLEASE RETAIN THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

2008-09 Dodge Challenger
2 Piece Stainless 
Steel Mesh Grille

E 05 G9P 

Important information before you begin:

This E&G grille installation kit includes grille
hole location template(s) to drill mounting
holes in the vehicle.

Before marking or drilling any holes into the
vehicle, you MUST verify that the template(s)
provided in this kit match the mounting pin
locations on the grille(s).
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7. Unclip the factory rubber air deflector from the top 
inside center of the factory grille.

8. Trim the tab (where shown, white line) to provide extra
clearance for the following hardware installation proce-
dure. Smooth the trimmed edges and cover them with 
masking tape the prevent cutting your arms during 
hardware installation.

6. Cut the ends from the supplied black cap plugs and 
install them over all the studs on the lower portion of 
the upper grille. Install a second cap over the remaining 
exposed threads to protect the factory grille during the 
alignment propcedure.
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9. Reapply maksing tape to prevent damaging the paint 
surrounding the grille emblem.

10. Remove the protective cover from the mesh grille sur-
round and thoroughly clean using a mild solvent to 
remove any glue residue, followed by glass cleaner to 
remove solvent residue (not shown).

11. Angle the grille so that the bottom is out more than 
the top and align and insert the upper center mounting
pin. Lift up on the grille and work your way to the 
sides, making sure the pins are inserted into the factory
grille surround until all five (5) pins are inserted into the
mounting slots and the grille is centered.

12. Once the upper grille is algned, use a pointed tool to 
push off the extra cap installed in Step 6. Make sure to 
leave the first trimmed black cap plug in place to conceal
the studs from view.

13. Carefully install a large black plastic washer to the studs
protruding through the factory grille, then install a #8-
32 ESNA half nut and tighten. Shop Tip: Use a 9mm or 
11/32” ratcheting box wrench to tighten the ESNA 
nuts.
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5. Drill a center stud mounting hole with a 5/16” drill 
bit (where shown). Be careful when drilling, do not let 
the chuck make contact with the factory grille.
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15. Remove the plastic push fastener in the lower outer sec-
tion of the front wheel well.

14. Raise the vehicle and remove the tires and lower pan 
for lower grille hardware installation. Remove the hex 
head screws across the bottom (A), the two larger cen-
ter bolts (B) and the plastic push pins (C).
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16. Remove to additional plastic push fasteners above and 
to the inside of the brake cooling duct. Slide the pan 
back and down to remove it.

18. Install the supplied large black plastic washer and an 
ESNA half nut onto the lower studs. Make sure the 
mesh section is centered behind the surround and 
tighten the ESNA nuts. Shop Tip: Use a 9mm or 11/32” 
ratcheting box wrench to tighten the ESNA nuts.

19. Remove the mouting tabs from the back of the factory 
emblem(s) that were removed prior to the mesh grille 
installation. Fold them over towards the inside of the 
emblem to breake them off. Do not damage the emblem
finish.

17. Cut the ends from the supplied black cap plugs and 
install them over the studs on the lower portion of the 
upper grille, making sure no more than a 1/4” of studs 
are protruding from the trimmed plugs. 
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21. Apply a strip of supplied double faced tape to the top
and bottom edges of the factory emblem(s) as shown.

20. Use a disc grinder to carefully grind flush any part of
the factory mounting tabs that did not break cleanly
off.
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22. Remove the protective backing from the double faced
tape.

23. Apply small dabs of silicone to the area between the
double faced tape strips (as shown). The tape will adhere
the emblems to the mesh section until the silicone cures,
bonding the emblems to the mesh grille.

25. Finished installation.24. Install the emblems, aligning them in the same posi-
tions they occupied on the factory grille. Press firmly
enough to set the tape and push the silicone around
the mesh section.
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On our website you’ll find a wide variety of high-quality car & truck custom grilles from E&G Classics.

https://www.carid.com/custom-grilles.html
https://www.carid.com/eg-classics/

